
Peace Pipe Chapter 83 Minutes 

April, 11, 2021 
 

Present (including officers and guests) : 14 

 

President Jerry Tiemans Raul Rodriguez, Secretary Treasurer Dave Hubbard 

Farmer, John Hill, Don Jancarich. Paul 

Krueger, Norm Krueger, Joyce Kwiatkowski, Paul 

Kwiatkowski, Terry Miller, Bob Murray, Harry 

Schrum, Fred Wagner, John  

   

 
Meeting was called to order at the St John Township Center at 7:00 PM by President Jerry 
Tiemens and opened with the Pledge of Allegiance.   
 
Meeting proceeded with “thought for the day” presented by John Wagner.  The colorful theme 
was military enrollment age-restrictions.  What would be the impact of sending time-tested folks 
instead of young ones off to war.  Much humorous commentaries. 
 
Paul Jancarich offered a story about fixing clocks of sentimental value with several member 
commenting on having done this free as the spirit moved them. 
 
Minutes read from last meeting and accepted by vote.  
 
Treasurer reported chapter funds as $789.18. 
 
Discussion ensued on mart questions, informationals, and other ways to attract new members 
to our chapter.  Library informationals are still restricted until libraries are formally open.  Dave 
Hubbard suggested if we plan an activity (eg clock-based museum trip) and advertise it, this 
may help raise awareness of our chapter to the general public. Terry Kwiatkowski noted the 
Kankakee (IL) weekly farmers-market has different activities or presentations; not necessarily 
simply selling products.  She wondered if farmers-markets physically close to our chapter had 
similar gazebo-housed presentation opportunities 
 
President Jerry made a pitch to encourage membership in the national.   
 
Show and Tell – T  
 
As Paul Kwiatkoswki prepared to share with us his “T” item, his wife made sure he remembered 

that he brought her (Terry) to the meeting.  Paul formally presented his US Time Corp (TIMEX) 

stainless-steel automatic shock-resistant in great condition. 
 
Meeting adjourned 7:30PM followed by knowledge-sharing from John Wagner and Norm 
Kreuger. 
 
  



Norm‘s lesson was on how to fit new hands on a pocket-watch and re-case it.  The movement 
he demonstrated had a bent second-hand post which he showed us how to accommodate.  
Very risky to try and straighten out a bent second-hand post.  Norm shared an article by Henry 
B Freid on watch crystals discussing among many topics the ligne measurement.  Norm  
explained the different aspects of choosing suitable hands, a suitable crystal, then 
demonstrated its mounting. 
 

 
 
John’s lesson was on remounting a clock back in its case. This particular clock that he  
demonstrated had bells for chimes, and a separately-plated mount for the chime train. 
 

 


